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Questions to address 

� What's these fancy ALMA simulations? 
� What/When do you need to make one? 
� What can you learn from that? 
� How to use it to demonstrate your goal? 
� Can you instead skip it? 



Two sections 

�  I will talk on general descriptions and 
some examples 

� Hsi-An will show CASA details and 
examples for you to do 



Line 
�  Intro on ALMA simulation capabilities 
� 3 basic steps 
� Basic examples 
� Additional capabilities 
� More realistic examples 
� Things to explore 



In CASA (4.7) 

� You can create point sources or have 
ready your model 

� Simobserve – Create simulated dataset 
� Simanalize – Produce resulting image 



Assuming you know how the 
astronomical object looks like 

u Peak flux value 
u Angular size 
u Brightness distribution 
u Coordinates 



How to simobserve ? 

u Snapshot? 
u Mosaicking? 

u When? 
u Transiting? 
u Data rate 



35 mins on source, writing data every 6 secs. 
Source not transiting. 

Obtained 
PSF 



10 mins on source, writing data every 2 secs. 
Source closer to transiting. 

Obtained 
PSF 



Why exploring parameters? 
� Remember that time on source 

determines RMS, uv-coverage 
� Mosaics increase time on source needed 
� PSF tells you how you will sample the 

brightness distribution 
� BE as realistic as possible for your science 

case. 



Example 1 

� A mosaic 

� Extended source 



u NOISELESS !! 

u How large to map? 



Simobserve plots 



simobserve 
� Creates a whole simulated dataset !! 

�  You can inspect it 
�  You can manipulate it if you want 
�  You can produce IMAGES from it by using 

simanalize 



Simanalize 
� Plays the role of the CASA task CLEAN with 

additional features 
�  Gives you plots to summarize what's doing 
�  and you can decide what to change 
�  and iterate 

�  It needs well chosen parameters too! 



u Center of image 
u Map size 
u Adequate pixel size 
u Iterations 
u Weighting 



And you get... 

how noisy? 



What fidelity is trying to show? 
� CASA:       fidelity = abs(input) / 

max[ abs(input-output), 0.7*rms(output) ]  

� So for a good simulation you should 
obtained something very close to the 
original model image. 

�  Inspect with VIEWER the obtained image 
and model to look for discrepancies or 
issues. 



On compact sources 

� How good simulations become? 



Big enough mosaic? 

Is there a  
need for 
mosaicking? 



More extended configurations 



Better results 

Inspect in detail using VIEWER 



If simobserve doesn't work 
� Check input parameters  
� Do manual imaging 

�  interactive=T 

� Source is too big? 
� uv-plane not well sampled? 
� Need 7m observations? 



u Use cleaning boxes 
u Stop when good 

u Compare with interactive=F 
u pbcor=T or F 



Careful when cleaning 



Pair OT with simulations 

� Use OT to check all configurations you 
need to map well your source 
�  Largest Angular Scale 
�  angular resolution 
�  mosaicking 
�  Exploring time of the year? 

� Go back to simulation 



More realistic simulation 
�  In simobserve: 

�  thermalnoise='tsys-atm' 
�  user_pwv=4.0      #in mm 
�  t_ground=270.0   # in K 

� Noiseless images become noisy 



Things to explore 

� Change parameters to learn/explore 
� Break it: CASA team receives feedback! 

�  Let us know about your interesting findings 

� Compare simanalyze and clean results 



If possible, do it when 
� You have extended sources 

�  How many configurations are needed? 

� Complicated source structure 
�  Mapping ability of ALMA 

� You want to learn more of what 
observations and imaging are producing 



When can you skip it? 
� For point source surveys. 
� For not very extended sources 
� When a realistic model does not exist 



Remember that 
�  simulation helps to prove the feasibility of 

your project 
� you should not state results from 

simulations as final technical numbers 
�  RMS, beam shape/size, etc 

� Simulation is a tool, not a requirement 



Questions? 
� Mail the Taiwan ARC Node: 

�  arc at asiaa.sinica.edu.tw 

� File a Help Desk Ticket 
�  Link from almascience.org 

� Request a f2f meeting with an ARC staff 
� Check/Read guides from NRAO 

�  casa.nrao.edu 


